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This poetry collection— One — records touching moments in my life, the 

sparkles of my thoughts. When I first gave my reading during the undergraduate 

student reading, the previous reader introduced me, saying, “Chengyu always 

goes with the saying that ‘Life is wonderful.’” Since life is too short to wait, every 

fragment of our life is too easy to lose and so precious to preserve. If a camera 

can record the color of the picture, poetry in my life does the same thing. It colors

my life, and leaves most precious memories. Maybe one day, when I come back 

to see my whole life, there is still something left. I write to celebrate my wonderful

life, to appreciate everything I own, and to thank everyone I met and will meet in 

the near future. 

 This project consists of twenty-one poems along with a table of contents, 

foreword, introduction, acknowledgements and notes. It is broken down into four 

different sections titled Hazy/Mist, Things Remembered, Hallucinating and 

Trigger. The title of the poetry collection was chosen as “one” because I wanted 

to convey that everyone’s life is unique; a lot of things may only happen to you; 

something may just take place once, and many subtle feelings and emotions are 

just too hard to catch. Like the gambling game with fate, you’ll never know what 

will happen in the next second. In fast paced society, people are addicted to the 

satisfaction of pursuing, but how about taking a break, and observing what is 

going on, what is in your hand and will never leave.

One is only, One is all, One is everything.

One is indispensability.
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One: An Introduction

Have you ever tried Chinese spirit? Have you ever got drunk? Have you 

ever said anything amazing or just been crazy after drinking? Or when you have 

no creativity, no inspiration, will you take a shot? 

Alcohol plays a mysterious role in our life. When I was young, I read 

classical Chinese poems, and I found it interesting that the most famous poets 

are all alcoholics. Why are their poems so amazing and why did their view 

switch, distinguishing them from the thoughts of ordinary people after drinking? 

Alcohol cures the pain— it is like a magnifier— and it magnifies our emotions, our

sense to the world, and inspires litterateurs to create more work. 

Writing is always the best way to record our lives, every one of the 

touching moments that appear in our lives. In ancient China, classical Chinese 

poetry is a form of art, an art that represents free spirit and romantic 

characteristics. Chinese poetry plays an important role in the Chinese literature; it

is also a crucial part of Chinese culture. With specific rules of the usage of 

imagery, metaphors and similes, and musical rhythms, Chinese poetry is 

distinguished from other literary forms. However, compared with Chinese poetry, 

Western literature, especially American literature, poetry is more diverse. With 

different poetic skills and free art forms, it becomes easier to let the sounds from 

one’s inner heart to be heard.  

Those words we spell, languages we speak, and characters we write 

down are like painters’ brushes which create beautiful pictures, and they are the 
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best tools for us to remember something, something from ourselves. Pictures can

capture the changes by ages but not the changes of noema. When we are facing

the same items or scenes, we may think differently while we enrich our life 

experiences or it may be different feelings when we are in different moods. 

Hazy/Mist— Mixed feelings are like fog, heavy clouds. Light couldn’t come

through, but you know that something is right there; it exists there, even if you 

can’t see. Then you start to find your way getting there; no matter how hard it is, 

you don’t mind what hardships you will encounter because the light is leading 

you. One day, light shines through the fog, clouds are cleared: will you still keep 

chasing the bright? 

Things Remembered— Memories are treasures. You won’t be afraid of 

losing them, and no one can copy or steal from you. The excitement of first time 

being a parent; the sadness of losing your love; the electric shock when you 

meet your another half. Mark down the moments, the feelings and when the time 

pass by, things are still remembered. 

Hallucinating— Hey, it’s not true, but, it could be. Life is like magic, the 

most beautiful things are happening to you every single day. Every breath you 

take, every people you meet, every laugh you burst and smile you received, are 

just too good to be true. I lost in my own world, once, I lived in my dream. When I

wake up, reality amazed me, but I don’t know whether it is reality or I’m still 

hallucinating.
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Trigger— Negative emotions are like booms; they explode for some 

reason. When anger, impatience, offenses, irritations gather, only a single word, 

only one gesture can lead to the war. Like pouring water to the cup, if it is 

overloaded, a drop of water could trigger the crisis. 
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Notes

— Thirteen Ways Sitting in the Classroom has been published in Red 

Skies Magazine, April 22nd 2015

— The Widow’s Grief in Autumn has been published in Red Skies 

Magazine, April 13rd 2015

— The Widow’s Grief in Autumn was used in my presentation at the 

Annual Massachusetts Statewide Undergraduate Research 

Conference

— The Widow’s Grief in Autumn was read in the Salem State University 

Undergraduate Reading, November 2014

— You Are My Eyes is inspired by the lyrics from 如如如如如 by 如如如

— Nirvana is inspired by the lyrics from 如如 by 如如

— Translations of the two sentences on the front page: 

If there is a mountain in between our hearts

Let words raze to the ground
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HAZY/MIST
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Cherry Blossom 

Breeze kissing your face 

Pink and coral 

Petals flying around,

Falling down on your hair,

Like snowing in March

And you turned around;

Eyes called my name

Love birds never leave.
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The Widow’s Grief in Autumn

(After William Carlos Williams)

Grief is my secret garden

where the frost

the dew and fallen leaves 

falling as they have fallen

often end before they start

with the howling birds

that danced around me those years.

For years

I used to be with you.

The road you used to walk with me before

with hesitation of moving forward.

Bright moon on the sky

load the unconscious stars

and brought me my lonely soul

despair and even death
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but the unconsciousness in my heart

is stronger than the full moon

for though it was my relief

slowly, the moment I look into the water reflection

and wiped my tears.

Today I dreamed sound

on the part where you laid,

in the warmest corner in my want

in the shadow behind the moon light, I dreamed

you and I were back together.

I pretend that I prefer to

choose to forget

and throw my soul into my secret garden

and place myself beside you forever.

Let go 

Sky
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--turning grey

Leaves

--falling down

Comedy 

--cannot amuse me any more

Coz you

--already lost

Nirvana

It is said 

People live there happily

Singing and dancing 
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Never feel lonely.

It is said

Where there is a mountain

Clouds flow on the top

Streams fringed with willows

Winter will never come.

I hope that 

If someday, I’ve got to leave the world.

I will go there,

close my eyes forever,

safe and sound.

Wish

Make a wish

And it’ll come true,

That’s all you ask me to do.
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I wish I could be perfect,

I wish I could be strong.

I wish I could be smart.

I’m not mom’s big girl

But still a child.

I wish that one day,

Maybe tomorrow?

I’ll be like that:

Be the one that I want.

Dull

ABC CBS NBC FOX

CW PBS AXS BYU

CMT CNN ESPN FX

HSN IFC ION QVC TBS 
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Hey, wait a sec!
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THINGS REMEMBERED

U

Like the comfy lying in the bed

Make my want to stay 

                Turn left;

Turn right.
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                 Left; 

Right. 

Sun light comes in through the window,

Lighten your face. 

When I open my eyes

You bite my ear and I see the sunshine

My Love 

My fate 

I saw you there 

Without touching you

May 18th 

Enjoyed the conversation 
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Chemical in the air 

July 8th

Mind messed up

Once I lost you

Memory hurt

Jan 15th 

And now I have you here with me 

I know I love you

and will never gonna leave you alone

Love Poem

You are apple of my eye,

Why can’t we just have a try?

My love will never lie,

You know that I’m always right.

Girl, girl, you are like sunshine
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Light the darkness in my life.

Why you behave pretty shy?

Waiting makes me wanna die.

Thank you coming to my life,

I’ll stand by your side.

Cherish our precious time,

You are the only one in my sight.

Those poems you used to teach me 

—A poem in honor of my Grandfather

You taught me how to recite poems

When I was three

Li Bai

Du Fu

Wang Wei
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That was all I know.

You were a literature teacher,

Who loved poetry so much.

Word by word

Sentence by sentence

Your voice always repeated in my mind.

You wrote your own poem,

Ecstasy like a child,

Who discovered the most precious secret.

You shared the poems with me,

We discussed about the rhythm, pace and tone.

That year

I was thirteen.

You said I was potential,
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Talented and gifted in language.

Chinese ancient poems,

Chinese modern prose. 

Bai Ri Yi Shan Jing,

Huang He Ru Hai Liu.

Yu Qiong Qian Li mu.

Geng Shang Yi Ceng Lou.

Sorry Mommy

                      --Poem about apology 

That year,

You were just 24

Beautiful and elegant

But you were married.

After great pain,

I came to the world.

But you suffered.
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Mommy,

I’m sorry.

That year,

You were slim and charming 

But after giving birth

Your back always ached whenever it’s rainy.

Mommy,

I’m sorry.

That year,

I cut your favorite dress for fun

You were sad

But did not punish me.

Did some needle work 

Made it a dress for me.

Mommy,
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I’m sorry.

That year,

I shouted at you 

Because you were against me.

You cried because of my misunderstanding,

That was my first time see you cry.

It felt like,

My heart was broken.

Mommy,

I’m sorry.

Now,

I grow up.

But you are getting old.

Winkles are around your eyes,

Even silver appears in your black hair.
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I love you mom!

Even if I’m away,

I’ll be back to you,

Take care of you like you did

For the past twenty years.

Thirteen ways of sitting in the classroom

--After Wallace Stevens

1.

Thirty four students sitting in the classroom

The only one who was standing 

Was the beautiful professor.

2.

I was out of my mind.

Like a sculpture

In which there are people talking and laughing.

3.
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My eye lids fold

My mouth couldn’t help opening.

4.

The girl sits right to me 

Folds feet on the chair.

The girl sits left to me

Head buried in her arms on the table.

5.

I don’t know who I should talk to 

The words stuck in my throat

6.

A boy who sits in the left corner

Fold his arms

With a pen in his mouth

Staring at the blackboard.

7.

Oh, a sweet voice 
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A girl in hot pink stood up

Flipping her arms in the air

Cheering happily.

8.

However

The boy sit next to her 

Eyes opened widely.

Curiously?

Seriously!

9.

The clock on the wall

Hanging without motion.

Time flowed deadly.

10. 

Restless

Uneasy

Anxious
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11.

At the sight of the class

Powerful and energetic professor 

Weak and exhausted students.

12.

She wanted to escape 

He couldn’t stay there still.

One second was like forever

And ever…

13.

Ohhhh, hands in the air

Bells rang.
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HALLUCINATING
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Drowning in π

The one I love,

with charming eyes.

Beautiful smile is like sunshine,

Bring me the bright all the time.

The wind scratches my face and the cloud blocks my way,

Screaming or shouting does not belong to me.

Silently standing in the ruins,

Try hard to follow his haste steps but could not move.

He’s gone for so long,

How can I feel him by relying on the poor imagination? 

Lying on the top of his toes,

Lean by the bottom of the mountain.

Anywhere he’s been to,

Whatever place he’s going to.

I’ll seize his hand and be guided by the fate,
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Discover the missing part which will never to be found.

A Song of Love 

                           (Inspired by the painting of surrealist painter DeChirico)

A sculpted head was hanging on the wall,

He is looking at me.

An invisible hand wore a glove.

It’s trying to catch me,

While the green ball jumps around happily.
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Encounter 

It was raining 

Crowded on the street

People had a parade.

We sit down in a café

A cup of cappuccino warmed my hands.

You talked about your childhood,

Days you used to play in your granny’s garden

It rained like today

But you had nowhere to hide but run and run and run.

Like old friend,

Smiling…
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Love

Love is,

the chemistry the one spreads out.

Love is,

the scent that matches.

Love is,

the impulse to conquer.

Love is,

the times that you say you love me. 

You are my eyes
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If I can see the world

I will easily tell dark or light 

I can join your hand.

If I can see the world

I will safely take you everywhere.

If I can see the world 

My life will be completely different.

What I want, I like, I love 

Could be all changed.

You are my eyes

Take me feel seasons change.

You are my eyes

Take me through the crowds.

You are my eyes
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Take me read thousands of books.

You are my eyes

Convince me the world is here

For me.

Hole

Alone in the shadow
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                                 Weak light of a cigarette 

Smoke rings dim the air

                                  Cigarette ends spread.

My Death 

It was 3:00pm on June 9th 2094.

I forever closed my eyes.
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Birds were singing outside window,

but my dead body was placed in the coffin

With arms folded on my belly.

Deadly silence

With weeping, sobbing.

I’ve never thought

that my death would bring them such grief.

I’ve never thought

that I would be remembered by a lot of people.

I can do nothing 

But float on the ceiling

Watch them. 

I’ll leave the world,

Then come back one day.

Be back with them
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With a new identity

Another face

Yet,

I know who I was

I know I love them.
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TRIGGER

I know you never lie 

I know you never lie,

But your eyes never look into me;
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I know you never lie,

But your hands always pull the cuff;

I know you never lie,

But your ears always turn red;

I know you never lie,

But your words equivocate;

I ask if you ever lie?

Your silence bites me and you pushed truth away.

Revenge

Empty Colosseum 72 AD

It’s coming towards me

With all its energy
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                   Heavy breath, hard horn

                                           Fire in its eyes

Lost field of the battle

It’s running towards me

Feet rubbing the ground

                           Crying, howling, shouting 

                                            Fire grows 

It’s attacking me

Fire burnt


